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On Terena (Arawakan) -pâho ‘mouth’: 
Etymology and Implications for Internal Classification* 

This paper presents an etymological investigation of the Terena noun for ‘mouth’, -pâho, 
which, according to current comparative Arawakan linguistics, lacks known cognates. 
I show that cognates of this Terena noun exist in Mojeño, a close relative of Terena within the 
Bolivia-Paraná subgroup of the Arawakan family. In Ignaciano and Trinitario, the best 
known modern varieties of Mojeño, the cognates of -pâho are semantically-shifted nouns 
meaning ‘door’. I propose an account of the semantic and formal relations between these 
forms via an etymological source *-paho ‘mouth’ and a compound noun *paho-peti ‘door’ (lit. 
‘mouth (of the) house’). This account relies on a more general pattern of noun formation in 
the Arawakan family, regular phonological correspondences and is consistent with modern 
views on the nature of diachronic metaphorical extensions in lexical semantic shift. The evi-
dence presented and argumentation built to support this analysis adds Terena evidence to 
the correspondences supporting a vowel merger in the Ignaciano variety of Mojeño. Finally, 
I consider some implications for internal classification, advancing the hypothesis that Terena 
and Mojeño form a separate branch of the Arawakan family, the Achane branch, one that 
does not include Baure. 
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1. Introduction 

The Arawakan language family is routinely celebrated as the largest language family of the 
New World — both by its geographic spread and by the number of languages that belong in it 
(Kaufman 1990: 40; Aikhenvald 1999; Campbell 2012). In addition, linguists and other prehis-
torians attach significant importance to this language group as a potential source of privileged 
insight on the pre-history of South America (see for instance the collection of papers in Hill & 
Santos-Granero 2002 and Hornborg & Hill 2011). Nevertheless, our knowledge of the historical 
linguistics of the Arawakan language family remains arguably less advanced than is the case 
with other large groups of lowland South America, such as Cariban and Tupian (see e.g. 
Michael 2009; Campbell 2012). With this situation in mind, and seeking to complement more 
ambitious pioneering works such as Payne (1991), recent approaches to the historical-
comparative linguistics of the Arawakan family have proceeded in a bottom-up manner, re-
constructing from small sets of closely related languages, with a finer understanding of the 
phonology and the morphology of the relevant languages yet, at the same time, keeping an 
eye open to broader issues, such as that of internal classification (Michael 2011; Danielsen 
2011; Lawrence 2014; Jolkesky 2016; Carvalho 2015, 2016a,b,c; forthcoming).  

The present paper follows in the footsteps of this program. I will be concerned with pro-
viding a sensible etymological analysis of the form -pâho ‘mouth’ attested in Terena, a South-
ern Arawakan language of Brazil, within the broader background of an approach to the his-
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torical linguistics of this language and the specific low-level subgroup where it presumably 
belongs. First, I will discuss how the historical-comparative linguistics of the Arawakan lan-
guages has so far failed to provide a sensible account for this item. After tracing this form to its 
earliest attested sources, I argue that it has semantically shifted cognates in the modern varie-
ties of Mojeño, a language closely related to Terena. Evidence from early 18th century data on 
Old Mojeño plays a vital role in filling the gaps that relate these forms via lexical semantic 
shifts. In accounting for these shifts I will not only provide an account that is consistent with 
recent work on the directionality of semantic change — and on how reliably identified direc-
tionality trends can help in semantic reconstruction — but I will also discuss evidence for 
other developments in the history of Terena phonology and morphology, thus illustrating the 
inherent feedback between particular etymologies and a more general understanding of lan-
guage’s diachrony (Mailhammer 2014: 424–425).  

Data for this study comes from the author’s fieldwork on Terena (Cachoeirinha Reserva-
tion, Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil), from published sources on the modern languages (Ekdahl & 
Butler 1969, 1979 on Terena; Ott & Ott 1983 on Mojeño Ignaciano; Gill 1957, 1970 on Mojeño 
Trinitario; Danielsen 2007 on Baure) and from a 18th century grammar and vocabulary of Old 
Mojeño (Marbán 1702). Additional sources on other languages discussed in the paper will be 
referred to accordingly. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 offers a brief overview of the Bolivia-Paraná 
Arawakan languages, a subgroup of the Arawakan language family including Terena, Mojeño, 
Baure and other less well-described languages. Section 3 reviews the treatment of the form for 
‘mouth’ in Terena in the existing historical-comparative literature and thus sets the issues to be 
tackled in the remainder of the paper. Section 4 constitutes the core of the present contribution. 
Finally, section 5 considers some implications for internal classification of the findings dis-
cussed here, advancing the hypothesis that Mojeño is the closest relative of Terena within the 
family and that both, perhaps with the inclusion of Paunaka as well, form a separate sub-
group, the Achane branch. 

2. The Bolivia-Paraná Arawakan Languages: Brief Overview 

A branch of the Arawakan language family composed of Terena (including under this label 
other geographically or chronologically-defined varieties such as Kinikinau and Guaná; see 
Carvalho 2016a), spoken in southwestern Brazil, the Mojeño varieties (such as Ignaciano and 
Trinitario) and Baure, all spoken in Bolivia, is usually identified in classifications of the Ara-
wakan languages (see Matteson 1972: 186-192, who does not include Mojeño; Kaufman 1994; 
Payne 1991: 489; Aikhenvald 1999: 67; Walker & Ribeiro 2010: 3; Campbell 2012: 75). Other, 
less well-attested languages such as Paunaka and Paikoneka are also assigned to this sub-
group by other researchers (Danielsen 2011; Jolkesky 2016). The label Bolivia-Paraná was pro-
posed for this group by Payne (1991) and I will retain this use in the present paper.  

As is the case elsewhere in the Arawakan family, the evidence for recognizing a Bolivia-
Paraná subgroup has been less than compelling, however. Areal-geographic factors have had 
a major influence in promoting the reality of this subgroup, as implied by its label (see spe-
cially Aikhenvald 1999). Strictly linguistic evidence has been presented by Payne (1991), 
but this amounts to figures for shared lexical retentions and loosely defined phonological 
outcomes, such as a ‘weakening’ of Proto-Arawakan (henceforth PA) dorsal stops (Payne 
1991: 440), which, even if defined in more precise terms, are known to have occurred inde-
pendently in many Arawakan subgroups. Other studies, both preceding (e.g. Matteson 1972) 
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and following (e.g. Walker & Ribeiro 2010) Payne’s work have applied similar methods,  
relying on shared proportions of lexical cognates to recognize this as a coherent subgroup of 
the family.  

As to the internal organization of the Bolivia-Paraná subgroup, there seems to be a wide-
spread, recent opinion — again, based on geography, shared lexical retentions or other as-
sessments of ‘structural similarities’ — that Baure and Mojeño are closer to each other than 
any of these is to Terena (Walker & Ribeiro 2010: 3; Danielsen, Dunn & Muysken 2011: 185). 
This claim should be taken with caution, however, not only due to the different methodologies 
and datasets employed in these studies, but also because no investigation has so far estab-
lished this by identifying shared innovations and because other authors refrain from propos-
ing any internal structure to this branch (see e.g. Aikhenvald 1999: 67; Danielsen 2011). The 
latest and most detailed study of these languages, Jolkesky (2016), does not consider Terena 
data, taking it as a premise that Mojeño, Paunaka, Paikoneka and Baure are more closely re-
lated to each other than any of these is to Terena. This generalized but not consensual view is 
expressed in the arrangement below: 

 
(1) Prevalent Internal Classification of the Bolivia-Paraná Subgroup: 
 Bolivia-Paraná Subgroup 
  Terena 
  Mamoré-Guaporé branch 
   Baure-Paikoneka 
    Baure 
    Paikoneka 
   Mojeño-Paunaka 
    Paunaka 
    Mojeño (Ignaciano, Trinitario) 
 
I will assume the structure above as a kind of null hypothesis enshrining some common 

ground reflecting a certain degree of agreement that has been reached among researchers, 
even if strong, compelling evidence for it (especially for the classification of Terena) is yet to 
appear in print. My own opinion is that the existence of a Bolivia-Paraná subgroup is very 
plausible and perhaps even obvious; yet, unless this impressionistic and intuitive assessment 
is moved from the level of a gut feeling to a detailed, methodologically sound understanding 
of the historical development of these languages, hardly any progress can be achieved on this 
specific issue and on Arawakan historical linguistics more generally. Moreover, unless a de-
tailed understanding of the diachrony of these languages is offered, there is little hope that the 
more puzzling question of the internal classification of the Bolivia-Paraná languages can be 
properly addressed. I turn to this issue in section 5. 

3. On Terena -pâho ‘mouth’: Treatments so far and statement of the problem 

Payne (1991: 413) presents three separate cognate sets for the meaning ‘mouth’, each ascribed 
to a different Proto-Arawakan (PA) etymon. Interestingly, however, not a single member of 
the Bolivia-Paraná subgroup features in these cognate sets. Since Payne’s (1991) study remains 
to this day the most extensive historical-comparative investigation of the Arawakan lan-
guages, it is perhaps surprising that this gap has not drawn any attention in the comparative 
literature so far. This has additional significance as the lack of a cognate in these languages — 
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otherwise thought to constitute a distinct subgroup in itself — might indicate the existence of 
lexical or morphological innovations.  

Earlier, Matteson (1972: 186-192) proposed a reconstruction of ‘Proto-Shani’, the common 
ancestor of Terena, Kinikinau and Baure (she did not include any Mojeño data). In the case of 
her reconstructed etymon for ‘mouth’, Matteson (1972: 191) postulates a form *báaho based on 
Terena and Kinikinau reflexes alone. Setting aside the fact that Terena and Kinikinau are close 
dialectal variants of the same language, so that cognate matches involving only these two 
speech varieties could hardly justify reconstructing an etymon at the deeper level of her Proto-
Shani, there are many shortcomings in Matteson’s data, particularly with respect to Kinikinau. 
The differentiation between Kinikinau and Terena has been mistakenly overestimated as an 
artifact of poor morphophonological analysis: the word-initial voiced stop in *báaho, for in-
stance, results from an incorrect analysis of Kinikinau as having phonemic voiced stops (see 
Carvalho 2016a for details on these and other points and Payne 1991: 368-371 for a general 
evaluation of Matteson’s 1972 study). Be as that may, the form *báaho reconstructed by Matte-
son does not appear in her Proto-Arawakanan cognate sets, thus underscoring the isolated 
status of the Terena noun -pâho. 

Jolkesky (2016: 13) notes the existence of non-cognate material for the meaning slot 
‘mouth’ in a comparison of Mojeño and Baure varieties: the former has a root -haka while the 
latter has -nuki / -noki. Nevertheless, based on these Baure forms and on partial cognates in Mo-
jeño and in Paunaka compounds meaning ‘beard, mustache’, as in Mojeño Trinitario -hii-nuku 
(Gill 1970: 7),1 Jolkesky (2016: 19) reconstructs an etymon *-nukɨ ‘mouth’ for his Proto-Mamoré-
Guaporé (PMGU), the postulated common ancestor of Mojeño, Baure, Paunaka and Paikoneka 
(in section 5 I note potential cognates of this etymon in other branches of the Arawakan family).  

In synthesis then, nothing certain can be said about the Terena noun -pâho ‘mouth’, which 
seems to remain historically unaccounted for and comparatively isolated within the family. 
First, it does not appear in any of the cognate sets on which Payne’s (1991) comparative study 
of the Arawakan family (and reconstruction of the Proto-Arawakan family) is based. Second, it 
is related only to the forms attested in Kinikinau by Matteson (1972) and by Walker & Ribeiro 
(2010), not a surprising or illuminating finding since Terena and Kinikinau are very close co-
dialects. Finally, Terena -pâho ‘mouth’ bears no suggestive formal resemblance to the etymon 
reconstructed by Jolkesky (2016: 19), *-nukɨ ‘mouth’, to the common ancestor of the Mojeño, 
Baure, Paunaka and Paikoneka. All of this could suggest that Terena -pâho ‘mouth’, despite its 
status as a basic vocabulary item (see e.g. Tadmor et al. 2010: 239) could be a loanword, per-
haps, from a non-Arawakan language. As I show in the next sections, however, this form has a 
plausible Arawakan etymology linking it, at least, to its closest relatives, the Mojeño varieties. 

4. Terena pâho ‘mouth’ and its cognates 

The Terena noun -pâho [pa ᷆ːhɔ] ‘mouth’, is attested in virtually the same form from the earliest 
available documentation on the language: <baho> (Castelnau 1845, apud Martius 1867); 
<bahó> (Taunay 1868); <pahotí> (Schmidt 1903: 332). As stop consonant voicing is not distinctive 
in the language,2 documented forms with initial <b> are either too phonetic or reveal other 
                                                   

1 As Jolkesky (2016) does not discuss Terena, I note that the closest match to this form I could find in Terena 
is -inúku ‘forehead’, though the semantics in this case suggests that the similarity is merely accidental. 

2 The Terena phonological segmental inventory is as follows, symbols having the standard IPA interpreta-
tions unless noted otherwise: p, t, k, s, ʃ, m, n, ɲ, w, j, r, h, a, e, i, o, u. The mid vowels e and o are most frequently re-
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inadequacies in the analysis. As discussed by Carvalho (2016a), some of the earliest records of 
Terena (Guaná) inalienable (dependent) nouns, such as body-part terms, actually present 1Psg 
possessive forms, a common form in elicitation, not the absolute or non-possessed forms im-
plied by the accompanying glosses or translations.3 1Psg is realized in Terena by a floating na-
sal feature that induces stop consonant voicing, in addition to the formation of a nasal-oral 
contour at the left edge of the leftmost obstruent consonant. Thus, given ∅-pâho ‘his/her 
mouth’, with ∅ coding of 3P, one has mbâho ‘my mouth’ (see Eastlack 1968: 4). The circumflex 
diacritic <^> used in written Terena indicates a falling pitch contour and a lengthened vowel. 
Finally, the form <pahotí>, recorded by Max Schmidt, includes the suffix -ti which indicates a 
generic or non-specific possessor (e.g. ∅-hêwe ‘his/her foot’, hewêti ‘somebody’s foot’; see e.g. 
Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 66 and next paragraph). 

I have used a dash to indicate that -pâho like other inalienable nouns is a root. Hence, most 
body-part terms, many kinship terms and a few nouns denoting man-made objects or parts of 
wholes (e.g. ‘root (of a tree)’), the semantic domains usually represented in the class of inalien-
able nouns, will always occur with some sort of morphological elaboration: in case they lack a 
prefix indicating the person-number features of a possessor (the prefix may be ∅-, as in the 
case of the Terena 3P),4 these items show up either with a suffix indicating their unpossessed 
status or in some other construction such as a nominal compound or incorporated within a 
verb. Suffixes signaling the unpossessed status of inalienable nouns are known as Absolute 
suffixes in the Arawakanist literature. In Terena the Absolute suffix has the form -ti, and is 
commonly glossed as expressing a generic, non-specific possessor. Thus: -pâho ‘mouth’ (a root, 
not a free-standing word), ∅-pâho ‘his/her mouth’, mbâho ‘my mouth’ but pahóti ‘someone’s 
mouth’. All other nouns, that is, alienable nouns such as pirítaw ‘knife’ or wáteke ‘canoe’, ordi-
narily occur as self-standing free forms in the absence of an explicit possessor. If marked for 
possession, however, additional morphology in the form of suffixes indicates their ‘marked’, 
possessed status: ∅-piritáw-na ‘his/knife’, wãndéke-na ‘my canoe’. These suffixes are, in turn, 
called Genitive or Possessive suffixes in the Arawakanist tradition (see e.g. Payne 1990: 80–83; 
1991: 378; Carvalho 2015). 

A comparison of the candidates for cognate status in the meaning slot ‘mouth’ for the Bo-
livia-Paraná Arawakan languages reveals an obvious (that is, semantically-matched) cognate 
of the Terena form -pâho in Old Mojeño <nupahò> (Marbán 1702: 160). Also attested in Old Mo-
jeño is an apparently competing form, <nuhacà>, which has a clear match in the form -haka 
‘mouth’ attested in both modern Mojeño varieties, Ignaciano and Trinitario (see table 1). 
The latter is the Mojeño form presented in Jolkesky (2016: 13), no mention being made of Old 
Mojeño <nupahò>. The Old Mojeño forms contain the 1Psg possessive prefix <nu-> and can 
                                                                                                                                                                         
alized as open ɛ and ɔ, respectively, though I will adhere to the customary practice of using e and o in writing 
forms of the language. Note also that w is frequently realized as [v] or [ß], though phonological patterns show it 
patterns like a sonorant, and that ɲ is a marginally contrastive segment only. 

3 Glossing conventions used in this paper are as follows: REFL: Reflexive; CONT: Continuative; TH: The-
matic consonant, ACT: Actual Mood; AUX: Auxiliary verb; 3P: third person; 2P: second person; 1Psg: first person 
singular; 1Ppl: first person plural. 

4 Though the person-number markers indicating possession in nouns or a subject in verbs are arguably pre-
fixes (see e.g. Danielsen 2011: 508), some comment is necessary due to the non-concatenative exponence of some of 
these markers (Eastlack 1968: 4). As noted above, 1Psg is realized by a ‘floating’ nasal feature that spreads from the 
left edge of a word until blocked by an obstruent consonant, which becomes voiced. Thus, éno ‘mother’, ẽnõ ‘my 
mother’ but ówoku ‘house’, õwõŋgu ‘my house’. The prefix j- indicates 2P in vowel-initial roots (cf. j-ówoku ‘your 
house’), but fronting of the leftmost vowel in the word marks 2P elsewhere: ∅-hánaʔi-ti ‘he/she is big, tall’, hénaʔi-ti 
‘you are big, tall’. The status of these elements as prefixes is indicated by their left-aligned pattern of realization. 
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thus be reduced to the roots <-pahò> and <-hacà>. See the contrast with<topahò cahacurè> ‘mouth 
of the river’, where <-pahò> occurs instead with the 3Psg non-human possessive <to> (Marbán 
1702: 12, 160; cf. Rose 2015: 244). 

 
Table 1. Forms for Mouth in the Bolivia-Paraná Arawakan Language 

Language Form Source 

Terena -pâho Author’s field data 

Old Mojeño <nu-pahó>, <nu-hacà> Marbán 1702: 160 

Ignaciano -haka Ott & Ott 1983: 493 

Trinitario 
-haka 
-nuku 

Gill 1970: 7 
Françoise Rose, p.c. 

Baure -noki Danielsen 2007: 469 

Paunaka -nɨki Danielsen & Terhart 2014: 253 

 
Both the Baure and Paunaka forms, in turn, show no obvious formal correspondence to Terena 
-pâho and to Mojeño -haka. As mentioned before, Jolkesky (2016: 19) considers the Baure and 
Paunaka forms cognates of a bound root -nuku found only in Mojeño forms such as hii-nuku 
‘mustache’, all traced back to a PMGU etymon *-nukɨ ‘mouth’. Recent data on the Trinitario 
variety shows, however, that -nuku does occur as a non-derived root in Mojeño, meaning ei-
ther ‘mouth (of a person)’ or ‘neck of a bottle’ (Françoise Rose, personal communication). 

The comparative data in table 1 suggests that Old Mojeño had a cognate of Terena -pâho, 
but that no such form was retained in the modern Mojeño varieties. Additional comparative 
data in table 2 below shows, however, that the relevant comparative patterns are more inter-
esting than a simple case of vocabulary obsolescence in Ignaciano and Trinitario. 

 
Table 2. Bolivia-Paraná forms for ‘door’ 

Language Form Source 

Terena paha-péti Author’s field data 

Mojeño Ignaciano ta-paha Ott & Ott 1983: 344 

Mojeño Trinitario ta-paho, -pahra Gill 1970: 33 

Old Mojeño <topaho> Marbán 1702: 317 

Baure haki- Danielsen 2007: 41 

Paunaka nuinekɨ Lena Terhart (p.c.) 

 
The Terena form for ‘door’ is pahapéti, a nominal compound meaning ‘mouth of the house’ 
(cf. péti ‘house’; see e.g. Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 182). The structure of this form is in agreement 
with the general pattern for endocentric nominal compounds expressing part-whole relations or 
material provenance in Terena, which are regularly head-initial, as in naũwaka ‘beef’ (lit. meat-
cow; -naũ ‘meat, flesh’), hêwetapi’i ‘hen’s foot’ (foot-hen; -hêwe ‘foot, leg’). The earliest, published 
attestation of this form is <pahapeti˘> in Schmidt (1903: 566), who seems, however, to have 
overlooked the relation between this compound and the root for mouth (see Schmidt 1903: 593).  

In relation to the other forms in table 2, note that the formative ta- in the Mojeño forms for 
‘door’ is the 3P non-human possessor prefix (Ott & Ott 1983: 36; Rose 2015) also described as 
an ‘impersonal possessive’ (Gill 1970: 6). While Old Mojeño ‘mouth’ appears in Marbán (1702) 
with the 1Psg possessive prefix <nu->, the noun for ‘door’ has the same root preceded by the 
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3Psg non-human possessive <to> (see Rose 2015: 244). This is the same marker used with the 
other use of <-paho> denoting a non-human, metaphorically shifted sense, that of ‘river mouth’ 
noted above. In Trinitario one has a root -paho which, if possessed, shows the suffixation of the 
Possessive marker -ra and the effects of a recurrent process of vowel syncope (paho-ra > pah-ra; 
cf. Rose 2015: 253–254). The Paunaka form may be etymologizable to *nui-nɨkɨ, containing the 
root -nɨki ~ -nɨkɨ ‘mouth’, but this is not clear, and the remaining formative, nui-, is unattested 
elsewhere (Lena Terhart, personal communication).  

Two facts in need of discussion and explanation are revealed by the data in table 2. First, 
that Terena -pâho ‘mouth’ has an allomorph -paha appearing, at least, in the compound paha-
péti ‘door’. Second, that Old Mojeño <-pahò> was polysemous, meaning either ‘door’ or 
‘mouth’. Note that this differs crucially from Terena -pâho ‘mouth’ and pahapéti ‘door’, two 
separate lexemes, even if clearly etymologically related. Accounting for the polysemy in the 
Old Mojeño form will be of vital importance for the diachronic developments postulated here 
but, first, I will deal briefly with the formal variation internal to Terena, that is, the -pâho ~ 
-paha allomorphy. 

 
4.1. Terena *paho > paha  

Of the two forms for ‘mouth’ attested in Terena, -pâho and -paha, the former is the older, inher-
ited (conservative) one, while -paha is innovative. Though the precise nature of the develop-
ments behind the emergence of the allomorph -paha, as well as their chronology, will remain 
an object for future investigation, pending a more thorough understanding of Terena historical 
phonology and morphology, the postulation of a single pre-Terena allomorph *-paho ‘mouth’ 
seems to be plausible in view of the considerations bellow. 

Formally, it is possible to derive -paha from -pâho, though not the reverse, by invoking a 
contextual factor such as vowel harmony or assimilation. The restriction of this process to 
forms such as the compound pahapéti ‘door’ may be explained on the basis of prosodic proper-
ties such as ‘strength asymmetries’ within the Foot or the Prosodic Word. In compounds such 
as pahapéti, from pâho ‘mouth’ and péti ‘door’, the first element usually loses its stress to the 
rightmost one (Bendor-Samuel 1961: 35), a rough indication of prosodic weakness. According 
to the evidence in Ekdahl & Butler (1979: 185), incorporated5 -pahô does retain its round vowel 
o where it is stressed, as a comparison of (2a) and (2b) clearly shows (the syllable bearing main 
stress is indicated in bold):6 

 
(2)  Evidence for the role of stress placement in conditioning harmony 

 (a) ∅ -tímaru -paha -ʃ -o -wo 
  3P -lick -mouth -TH -ACT -REFL   
  ‘He/she licked his own mouth’ 

                                                   
5 Certain verbs in Terena, such as kipó- ‘to wash’, allow the incorporation of objects. Thus, given a root such 

as -nône ‘face’, one has kipónonewoti ‘he/she washes his/her own face’. An alternative description, which seems to 
be favored in the literature, postulates the existence of a finite set of bound forms, called either ‘qualifiers’ (Ekdahl 
& Butler 1979: 185) or ‘verbal classifiers’ (Passer 2016) that can appear within the verbal word and may bear only 
an etymological relation to the independent noun roots. 

6 As in other Arawakan languages, the morphemes glossed ‘thematic’ in Terena are affixes with little seman-
tic content but which function as a kind of ‘stem-closure’ formative (Wise 1990: 90). In Terena these thematic suf-
fixes are either -ʃ or -k. So-called athematic verb stems lack any thematic ending. Structures involving verbs and in-
corporated nouns function as stems which are either thematic or athematic, just like underived/simplex verb 
stems, hence the difference between the athematic stem in (2b) and the ʃ-thematic stem in (2a). 
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 (b) ∅ -paru -pahó  kójee 
  3P -open -mouth AUX   
  ‘he/she is agape’ (lit. ‘he/she is with the mouth open’) 
 
Moreover, patterns that could be described as instances of a ~ o ablaut, often though not 

always associated with vowel harmony, are recurrent throughout the nominal and verbal 
morphology of Terena. In all cases, the overarching generalization is that o is basic and forms 
with a are derived. As noted in section 4, alienable nouns in Terena, as in other Arawakan lan-
guages, differ from inalienable nouns in bearing some additional morphological elaboration in 
possessive constructions, usually in the form of reflexes of one of the Possessive or Genitive 
suffixes reconstructed for the PA language. A subclass of these alienable nouns shows, when 
possessed, a change of every o to a (see Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 72, 182; a dash indicates a pos-
sessed form): 

 
(3) Change of o to a in Terena alienable nouns 
 sopôro -sápara ‘maize’ 
 wôso -wása ‘line, thread’ 
 tôroro -tárara ‘gourd’ 
 kohôʃu -kaháʃa ‘oven’ 
 wojôre -wájara ‘yam’ 
 

As the Possessive affixes in Arawakan languages are suffixal in nature, it is probable that the 
derivation of the possessed forms in (3) show the effects of vowel harmony targeting o. Else-
where, change of o to a in what looks like a vowel harmony process is attested in Terena verbal 
morphology, where suffixation of the Irrealis (or Potential Mood) suffix -a triggers a change of 
every o in the verb stem to a (Ekdahl & Grimes 1964: 263; Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 46–47). 

Whether the correct account of the emergence of the allomorph -paha will rely for the most 
part on morphological or prosodic considerations is unclear for now. However, the phono-
logical and morphological patterns addressed above suggest that -pâho is the most conserva-
tive allomorph, -paha being derived by a recurrent process attested elsewhere in the language 
but conditioned by still unknown conditions in this specific case. This is enough for our pre-
sent purposes. 

 
4.2.  Reconstruction of two etyma *paho  ‘mouth’ and *paho-peti  ‘door’:   

form and meaning 

Based on the evidence displayed in tables 1 and 2, plus additional assumptions and facts that 
will be spelled out in detail below, I propose that a form essentially identical to *-paho can be 
reconstructed to an earlier, common stage of development shared by Terena and Mojeño, for 
the meaning ‘mouth’ (see section 5 for discussion of what this common stage amounts to vis-à-vis 
the classification in (1)).7 A compound *-paho-peti ‘door’ was also derived at this stage 
(see Ignaciano and Trinitario peti ‘house’; Ott & Ott 1983: 300; Gill 1970: 34). It is plausible that 
after the Mojeño varieties innovated a separate lexeme to express the meaning ‘mouth’, -haka, 
also attested in Old Mojeño as a competing form along with a reflex of *-paho, it was no longer 
                                                   

7 I say ‘essentially identical’ because the falling pitch contour and vowel length characteristic of Terena -pâho 
‘mouth’, and of many other nouns and verbs in this language, has no accepted diachronic explanation at the mo-
ment. As these are clearly innovations of the language, I will deal only with the segmental content of the form, the 
one which is formally comparable to the cognates found in Mojeño.  
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necessary to employ the modifier peti to express the derived (or ‘target’) meaning ‘door’, hence 
the restricted meaning of paho as ‘door’ in the modern Mojeño varieties (paha in Ignaciano). 
As very few linguists and readers can be assumed to be familiar with the languages under dis-
cussion, and because there is little systematic historical investigation of the relations between 
Terena and Mojeño, it is perhaps fitting to present evidence that the reconstruction of *-paho 
and *paho-peti is supported by regular segmental correspondences, even if most of these turn 
out to be trivial identity correspondences (OM = Old Mojeño): 

 
(4) Regular segmental correspondences supporting *-paho and *paho-peti. 
(a) *p > Ter. p : Ign. p : Trin. p : OM p 

FINGERNAIL Ter. -hîpo : Ign. -hipaɲa : Trin. -hipɲo : OM <nuhipoñó>; BONE Ter. -ôpe : Ign. 
ʔiape : Trin. ópe-ra : OM <nuopè>; DUCK Ter. <pôhi>, Trin. pohi : OM <pohi>; TO WASH 
Ter. -kipo- : Ign -sipaka : Trin -sipko : OM <nusipocò>; ROOT Ter. pôe-hewe : Ign. ta-pare : 
Trin. -pore : OM <toporè>. 

(b) *a > Ter. a : Ign. a : Trin. a : OM a 
HUSBAND Ter. -îma : Ign. -ima : Trin. -ima : OM <niyma>; GRANDSON Ter. -ámori : Ign. 
-ámari : Trin. -amri : OM <nuamori>; NAME Ter. -îha : Ign. -íhare : Trin. -íhare : OM 
<nihà>; TO HEAR Ter. -kâmo : Ign. -sama : Trin. -samo : OM <nusamomoroicò>; PERSON 
Ter. ʃâne : Ign aʧane : Trin. ʔʧane : OM <achanè>. 

(c) *h > Ter. h : Ign. h : Trin. h : OM h 
NAME Ter. -îha : Ign. -íhare : Trin. -íhare : OM <nihà>; FINGERNAIL Ter. -hîpo : Ign. 
-hipaɲa : Trin. -hipɲo : OM <nuhipoñó>; TOUCAN Ter. honôʔe : Ign. hanare : Trin. 
hnore ; TAIL Ter. -îhi : Ign tá-ihi-ki : Trin. -ihgi : OM <tahiqui>; MOON Ter. kohêʔe : 
Ign. kahe : Trin. kóhe-ra : OM <cohè>. 

(d) *o > Ter. o : Ign a : Trin. o : OM o 
BONE Ter. -ôpe : Ign. ʔiape : Trin. ópe-ra : OM <nuopè>; HOUSE (POSS.) Ter. -pêno : 
Ign. -pena : Trin. -peno : OM <nupeno>; BROTHER (ELDER) Ter. -éʃowi : Ign. -éʧawi : 
Trin. -éʧovi : OM <nechobi>; MOON Ter. kohêʔe : Ign. kahe : Trin. kóhe-ra : OM 
<cohè>; TOUCAN Ter. honôʔe : Ign. hanare : Trin. hnore ; TO HEAR Ter. -kâmo : Ign. -
sama : Trin. -samo : OM <nusamomoroicò>; EARTH, MUD Ter. móte : Ign. mate-hi : 
Trin. mote-hi : OM <motehi>; TO STEAL Ter. -oméʃo : Ign -ámeʧa : Trin. -ómeʧo ; ROOT 
Ter. pôe-hewe : Ign. ta-pare : Trin. -pore : OM <toporè>.  

(e) *e > Ter. e : Ign. e : Trin. e : OM e 
Breast Ter. -ʃêne : Ign -ʧene : Trin -ʧene : OM <nuchene>; BONE Ter. -ôpe : Ign. ʔiape : 
Trin. ópe-ra : OM <nuopè>; BROTHER (ELDER) Ter. -éʃowi : Ign. -éʧawi : Trin. -éʧovi : 
OM <nechobi>; TOUCAN Ter. honôʔe : Ign. hanare : Trin. hnore ; MOON Ter. kohêʔe : 
Ign. kahe : Trin. kóhe-ra : OM <cohè>; MOTHER-IN-LAW Ter. -imóse : Ign. -ímase : Trin. 
-imse : OM <mose>; TO STEAL Ter. -oméʃo : Ign -ámeʧa : Trin. -ómeʧo ; ROOT Ter. pôe-
hewe : Ign. ta-pare : Trin. -pore : OM <toporè>. 

(f) *t > Ter. t : Ign. t : Trin. t : OM t 
HEAD Ter. -tûti : Ign. -ʧuti : Trin. -ʧuti : OM <nuchuti>; BLOOD Ter. iti : Ign. iti : 
Trin. iti : OM <iti>; TERMITE Ter. motôu : Ign. mata-ru : Trin. mto-ru : OM <motorù>8; 
BROTHER (YOUNGER) Ter. -âti, Trin. -ati, OM <nuati>; NIGHT Ter. jóti : Ign. jati : Trin. 
joti : OM <yati>; BAT Ter.9 witete : Ign. wite : Trin. vite : OM <vitê>.  

                                                   
8 The gloss in Marbán (1702: 254) is ‘hormigas, que comen la yuca recien plantada’. 
9 Reduplication is a frequent property of animal names in Terena, as in wáhaha ‘spider’, wétekeke ‘cayman’, 

ʃiriʃiri ‘hummingbird’ and howôwo ‘frog’. 
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(g) *i > Ter. i : Ign. i : Trin. i : OM i 
TAIL Ter. -îhi : Ign tá-ihi-ki : Trin. -ihgi : OM <tahiqui>; HEAD Ter. -tûti : Ign. -ʧuti : 
Trin. -ʧuti : OM <nuchuti>; BLOOD Ter. iti : Ign. iti : Trin. iti : OM <iti>; BROTHER 
(YOUNGER) Ter. -âti, Trin. -ati, OM <nuati>; NAME Ter. -îha : Ign. -íhare : Trin. -íhare : 
OM <nihà>; FINGERNAIL Ter. -hîpo : Ign. -hipaɲa : Trin. -hipɲo : OM <nuhipoñó>; 
TO WASH Ter. -kipo- : Ign -sipaka : Trin -sipko : OM <nusipocò>; JAGUAR Ter. sîni : 
Ign. iʧini : Trin. ʔʧini : OM <ichini>; GRANDSON Ter. -ámori : Ign. -ámari : Trin. -amri 
: OM <nuamori>; BROTHER (ELDER) Ter. -éʃowi : Ign. -éʧawi : Trin. -éʧovi : OM 
<nechobi>; NIGHT Ter. jóti : Ign. jati : Trin. joti : OM <yati>. 

 
Though the reflex of *-paho was lost in modern Mojeño varieties as the expression of the mean-
ing ‘mouth’, it was retained in the form for ‘door’ as a (slightly) obscure cognate, whose exis-
tence often points to the occurrence of semantic or functional shifts. 

Correspondence (4d) above, directly relevant for the etymology Terena -pâho, Old Mojeño 
<-pahò>, Trinitario -paho, Ignaciano -paha, requires further discussion. Given the lack of a pho-
neme o in Ignaciano (Ott & Ott 1959: 7–8; 1983: 5–7), this correspondence suggests that a 
merger *o, *a > a took place in this Mojeño variety. The operation of this merger was suggested 
by Rose (2015: 245, fn.3) and is explicitly advanced in Jolkesky’s (2016: 17) comparative work. 
Below I subject the relevant correspondence sets to scrutiny, bringing in the data from Terena 
which so far has not been included in the discussion.  

In tables 3 and 4 I show cognate sets for two correspondences, one matching Terena o to 
Ignaciano a and Trinitario o, and the other having a in all three languages (corresponding 
vowels appear in bold).  

 
Table 3. Correspondence set Ter o : Ign a : Trin o 

 Terena Ignaciano Trinitario 

Night jóti jati joti 

Rain, cloud ûko uka uko 

Earth, mud móte mate mote 

Grandmother -ôse -atse -otse 

Wife jêno jena jeno 

Shoulder, arm -pôwo -pawa -powo 

Tooth -ôe -aʔe -oʔe 

 
Table 4. Correspondence set Ter a : Ign a : Trin a 

 Terena Ignaciano Trinitario 

Sky wanúke anu-ma anu-mo 

Stone, stony floor marîpa mari mari 

Sun kátʃe satʃe satʃe 

Person ʃâne atʃane ʔtʃane 

Son-in-law sîɲa tʃina tʃina 

Name -îha -iha -iha 

To hear -kâmo -sama -samo 
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The distribution of the two correspondences — Ter o : Ign a : Trin o and Ter a : Ign a : Trin a — 
does not suggest any contextual factor that could point to a split in Terena and in Trinitario. 
Since the latter identity correspondence is non-controversially accounted by reconstructing *a, 
a sensible assumption is to assign the former, non-identity correspondence to *o, implying a 
merger of the two phonemes in Ignaciano. 

Some complexities involving these correspondences should be noted. On the one hand, 
Old Mojeño data is equivocal, as it patterns with Trinitario in showing o matching Ignaciano a 
in most cases (see (4d)), but in many instances a is found instead in the Old Mojeño cognates of 
forms showing o in Trinitario and a in Ignaciano (e.g. OM <tihapú> ‘white’, Trin. -hopu, Ign. 
-hapu). My own intuition in this respect is that the Old Mojeño documents of Marbán are dia-
lectally heterogeneous, not an implausible thesis in view of the multi-ethnic environment of 
the Christian Missions in 17th and early 18th century Llanos de Mojos. Sorting this problem out 
will demand a detailed investigation of Mojeño phonological diversification, a task beyond the 
immediate concerns of this paper. On the other hand, there are additional issues arising from 
attempts at establishing correspondences with languages elsewhere in Arawakan family and 
with the PA forms reconstructed by Payne (1991). Some of these issues were identified by 
Payne (1991: 472) himself. My own position, sketched in section 1 is that after Payne’s (1991) 
ambitious attempt at dealing with 24 distinct Arawakan languages in a single stroke, the time 
has come for comparative investigation of this family to proceed in a bottom-up manner, re-
constructing from less inclusive intermediate subgroups. The correspondences amassed 
above, with the inclusion of data from Terena (arguably the closest relative of Mojeño within 
the family; see section 5 for discussion) robustly support the inference of a merger *o, *a > a 
in Ignaciano, a conclusion which, in my view, was already justified by comparing the known 
Mojeño varieties, notwithstanding the ambiguous testimony of Old Mojeño. I agree with one 
of the reviewers of this paper that the issue is not definitely closed, though I would add that 
bringing Terena data to the discussion not only tilted the balance in favor of the hypothesized 
merger of *a and *o in Ignaciano, but helped constitute a so far unacknowledged set of com-
parative patterns that must be successfully addressed by any competing explanation. 

Before turning to questions of meaning, one should note that the postulation of a com-
pound *paho-peti ‘door’ (lit. ‘mouth (of the) house’) is consistent not only with the structure of 
endocentric, part-whole compounds in Terena, but also matches the structure of similar com-
pounds in Mojeño. Compounds with modification structures, often involving two inalienable 
(hence, bound) lexemes follow the same order in this language. For the Ignaciano variety, for 
instance, Olza Zubiri et al. (2004: 219) note that for a root such as -híja ‘hair’ it is possible to de-
rive -hijatupa ‘chest hair’ (cf. -tupa ‘chest’), -hijasumu ‘mustache’ (cf. -sumu ‘upper lip’), 
-hijamama ‘beard’ (cf. -mama ‘jaw, chin’), -hijaʔa ‘body hair’ (cf. -ʔa classifier for the body of hu-
mans or large animals).10 

Reconstruction of the meaning ‘mouth’ for *-paho, as opposed to the meaning ‘door’ at-
tested in the modern Mojeño varieties, seems plausible on the grounds that (1) both Terena 
and Old Mojeño agree in this respect and (2) ‘mouth’ seems to be a more basic or salient mean-
                                                   

10 The following comments are in order: I assume here a very simple notion of headedness for compounds, 
one based on meaning. As paho-peti ‘door’ is a ‘kind of opening’, -paho is taken to be the head of the construction. 
The same reasoning applies to Mojeño forms such as ‘mustache’ or ‘beard’, as all are distinct kinds of ‘hair’. Note 
also that the status of Mojeño -hijaʔa ‘body hair’ as a compound is debatable; one could treat classifiers synchronic-
ally along with more grammatical or functional markers and claim that hijaʔa is a suffixed noun. This is hardly 
problematic, however, as such bound classifiers are plausibly related, at least diachronically, to independent 
nominal lexemes. 
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ing than ‘door’ and, accordingly, metaphorical extensions relating these meanings are ex-
pected to operate in the direction ‘mouth’ > ‘door’, rather than in the reverse direction (with 
‘mouth’ as the base and ‘door’ as the target). Similar semantic relations, such as ‘mouth’ > ‘es-
tuary, mouth of river’ show a similar pattern where ‘mouth’ is the basic member of the rela-
tion (see Urban 2011: 12). In addition, the basic character of ‘mouth’ in relation to ‘door’ is re-
flected in the overt marking (in the sense of Urban 2011: 6) attested in Terena, where a nominal 
compound whose head is paha (< paho) is modified by the noun peti to express the meaning 
‘door’ (literally “mouth of the house”), a pattern also attested elsewhere in the Arawak family 
(I return to this below). 

Going beyond the mere classification of the semantic change from ‘mouth’ to ‘door’ as a 
metaphorical extension, standard assumptions make it likely that an intermediate stage of 
polysemy was involved in this shift (see e.g. Job 1982; Wilkins 1996; Urban 2011). On the 
model of Wilkins’ (1996: 269) graphic presentation of what he calls the ‘polysemous’ view of 
semantic change, the proposed relation between the Terena and Mojeño reflexes of the etymon 
*-paho can be depicted as follows: 

 
(5) Stages: (I) (II) (III) 
 Form: *-paho -paho -paho 
 Meaning: ‘mouth’ ‘mouth’ & ‘door’ ‘door’ 
 
Moment (I) has a single form for ‘mouth’, even though, in a compound, it can be modified 

by the noun *peti to express the notion ‘door’. This situation is what is attested for Terena, 
where both -pâho ‘mouth’ and pahapéti ‘door’ co-exist. Stage (II) is characterized by the exis-
tence of polysemy, that is, the two related meanings ‘mouth’ and ‘door’ are associated with the 
sign -paho. This is the pattern attested in Old Mojeño: as seen in section 4, -paho can mean ei-
ther ‘mouth’ or ‘door’, though the morphosyntactic context establishes one reading over the 
other. The Old Mojeño pattern provides the core link in a change relating ‘mouth’ and ‘door’ 
as it shows the existence of synchronic polysemy in a language that arguably represents an 
early, documented stage of languages that now have -paho, the form subject to change, only in 
the target meaning, in this case, ‘door’ (see Wilkins 1996: 269-270). Finally, stage (III) is that at-
tested in the modern Mojeño varieties Ignaciano and Trinitario. The form -paho (-paha in the 
Ignaciano variety) is associated only with the meaning ‘door’, the meaning ‘mouth’ being now 
associated with a different lexeme -haka. 

A reviewer suggests an alternative semantic reconstruction according to which a single 
polysemous form *-paho ‘mouth/door’ is posited. While Terena would have resolved the in-
herent ambiguity of the form by means of a compound paho-peti ‘door’, in Mojeño the meaning 
‘mouth’ was taken over by the innovative form -haka, -paho being retained only for the mean-
ing ‘door’. This scenario would be preferable for its greater simplicity, as it avoids the postula-
tion of the compound *paho-peti for any stage of the development of Mojeño, where this com-
pound is, differently from Terena, unattested. Though I find the reviewer’s zeal against postu-
lating this unattested compound structure for Mojeño history highly commendable, I will nev-
ertheless stick to the view sketched above for two reasons: First, the polysemy associated with 
the Old Mojeño reflex of *-paho is still something in need of an explanation and, following Ur-
ban (2011: 24-29), it is plausible to think that the metaphorical extension behind the use of a 
form for ‘mouth’ as also meaning ‘door’ was formally mediated, in this case, by the compound 
*paho-peti. That is, following Evans (2010) and Urban (2011) I take polysemy to provide a snap-
shot of semantic change in course, one that is mediated by the kind of formal structure such as 
nominal compounds.  
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Second, though it is true that *paho-peti ‘door’ is not attested in Mojeño, external evidence 
in the form of recurrent compounds for ‘door’ derived from ‘house’ and ‘mouth’ in other languages / 
branches of the family make the postulation of *paho-peti not entirely far-fetched. Examples in-
clude Yucuna -numa ‘mouth’, numana ‘door’ (Schauer et al. 2005: 231), Resígaro póʔkónoomú 
‘door’, (Allin 1979: 442; Payne 1991: 408),11 Bahuana -numada (Ramirez 1992: 121), Wapixana 
panii-nom ‘door’ (WLP 2000: 115), in these cases all having reflexes of a Proto-Arawakan root 
for ‘mouth’, reconstructed as *-numa by Payne (1991: 413) (see also Ramirez 2001: 643). More-
over, the use of such compound expressions is independent of which Proto-Arawakan etymon 
for ‘mouth’ happens to be preserved in a language — remembering that Payne (1991) recon-
structed three etyma for the meaning ‘mouth’ at the PA level. Languages like Paresi, which show 
reflexes of a different form, Payne’s (1991: 413) PA etymon *khanakɨ ‘mouth’, employ the same 
mechanism, with cognates of pan-Arawakan roots for ‘house’, as in hati-kanatse ‘house-mouth’, 
‘door’ (see Brandão 2014: 248; Paresi hati ‘house’ is a cognate of Terena péti, *p> h being a regu-
lar unconditioned development in Paresi).12 It is therefore plausible to think that overt mark-
ing for the less basic meaning, in this case, ‘door’, was an intermediate stage in bringing about 
the polysemy seen in Mojeño (see Urban 2011: 25–29 for more general considerations). 

In this section I have offered reasons to support the hypothesis that Terena -pâho ‘mouth’ 
has cognates in semantically-shifted modern Mojeño (Ignaciano and Trinitario) nouns for 
‘door’, all being reflexes of earlier *-paho ‘mouth’. I have argued that this lexical semantic shift 
was formally mediated by a compound structure, *paho-peti, expressing the meaning ‘door’, a 
pattern found throughout the Arawak language family. This is in agreement with the more 
general model of Urban (2011), relating overt marking with preferred directionality trends (as 
in ‘mouth’ > ‘door’) in diachronic semantics. Properties of the intermediate stages, including 
the existence of polysemy, are retained in the attested material on Old Mojeño, while Terena 
preserves the reconstructed overt-marking strategy for deriving the meaning ‘door’ as a com-
pound involving the root for ‘mouth’ as the head element. 

5. On the internal classification of Terena: The Achane branch hypothesis 

In (1) I presented a working hypothesis on the internal classification of the Bolivia-Paraná lan-
guages, one that places Mojeño and Baure (along with other, less well-known languages such 
as Paunaka and Paikoneka) in one branch (the ‘Bolivia’ subgroup, presumably) and Terena as 
an independent, coordinate branch. As noted in section 2, this classification probably owes a 
lot to geographic factors and to non-conclusive assessments of ‘relative linguistic proximity’ 
(Walker & Ribeiro 2010: 3; Danielsen, Dunn & Muysken 2011: 185) — such as shared lexical re-
tentions and structural similarities — that are consistent with but not indicative of subgroups. 
This classification has seemingly attained the status of orthodoxy, to the point that the best re-
cent work on the historical-comparative linguistics of the Bolivia branch of the Bolivia-Paraná 
subgroup (Jolkesky 2016; labelled ‘Mamoré-Guaporé’) assumes the more distant position of 
Terena as a premise not worth discussing. 
                                                   

11 Resígaro -noomú ‘mouth’ is a straightforward cognate of the other cited forms for ‘mouth’. Resígaro has a 
single back rounded vowel, o, corresponding regularly to u in the other Northeastern languages such as Yucuna. 
Word-finally, *a > u in Resígaro (Payne 1991: 473), where <u> stands for unrounded ɯ. 

12 Though the use of ‘mouth’ as a base to express the target meaning ‘door’ is widespread among Arawakan 
languages, it is not a self-evident fact that it can be reconstructed at the Proto-Arawakan level. Some daughter lan-
guages, Wayuunaiki and Baniva de Maroa being two examples, use the root for ‘eye’ instead: in Wayuunaiki, 
given -oʔu ‘eye’ and piiʧi ‘house’, one has piiʧoʔu ‘door’ (see Captain & Captain 2005: 36). In Baniva de Maroa, 
paniʂipuli ‘door’ is a compound of panîʂi ‘house’ and -puli ‘eye’ (Mosonyi 2000: 504). 
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In the preceding sections of this paper I have relied heavily on Mojeño data to elucidate 
the etymology of a Terena ‘basic vocabulary’ noun, while Baure, the other (relatively) well-
described member of the Bolivia-Paraná subgroup has contributed nothing. I was unable to 
find in this language any cognate of the Terena and Mojeño forms for ‘mouth’ or ‘door’ stud-
ied here, and this seems to agree with the comparative vocabulary amassed by Jolkesky (2016) 
in his study of the Bolivian languages. 

I advance here the hypothesis (see (6) below) that Terena and Mojeño are more closely re-
lated to each other than any of these is to Baure, as an alternative to the scheme in (1).  

 
(6) Achane branch and the internal classification of Bolivia-Parana Arawakan 
  Bolivia-Paraná subgroup 
   Baure  
   Paikoneka 
   Achane branch 
    Terena 
    Mojeño 
    Paunaka 

 
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time an internal classification of the Bolivia-
Parana languages in which a branch composed of Terena, Mojeño and Paunaka, but excluding 
Baure and Paikoneka, is proposed (I will, for the moment, rely on Jolkesky 2016 for the as-
sumption of a rather close relation between Baure and Paikoneka). The forms *-paho ‘mouth’ 
and *paho-peti ‘door’ can be taken as reconstructions for the common ancestor of this branch, 
or Proto-Achane (after the Old Mojeño noun for ‘person’). Moreover, the fact that Terena -pâho 
and its previously undetected cognates in Mojeño have not been included in any compilation 
of Arawakan cognates (see section 3) is at least suggestive of its status as an innovation. Note 
that, in this respect, the etymon *-paho differs from forms such as Baure -noki and Mojeño 
-nuku, given that the latter two, on the contrary, fit clearly within Payne’s (1991: 413) ‘Mouth3’ 
etymology, having cognates in Wayuunaiki -aanɨkɨ and Waurá -kanatɨ, both meaning ‘mouth’ 
as well, and occurring in languages far apart from each other within the family. Therefore, an 
etymon close to Jolkesky’s (2016) *-nukɨ ‘mouth’ can be plausibly assumed for Proto-Bolivia-
Paraná, while *-paho ‘mouth’ would constitute a shared innovation of the Achane languages. 
The best candidates I am aware of for the status of cognates of *-paho ‘mouth’ outside of the 
Bolivia-Paraná subgroup are the forms attested in the languages of the Campa branch, such as 
Nanti and Matsigenka -bagante and Ashéninka -paante (see Michael 2011 and Heitzman 1973: 37). 
However, though Michael (2011) has successfully reconstructed the segmental phonology of the 
Proto-Campa language he offers no reconstructed etyma, there being no published reconstruc-
tion of the lexicon of Proto-Campa that supersedes the deeply flawed reconstruction of Matte-
son (1972). The present author is currently working on a lexical and morphological reconstruc-
tion of Proto-Campa and, if it turns out that the Proto-Campa etymon for ‘mouth’ is indeed a 
cognate of Proto-Achane *-paho, this would invalidate its status as a Proto-Achane innovation. 

Nevertheless, interesting additional evidence from the lexical and morphological domains 
furnish strong candidates for the status of shared innovations pointing to a stage of develop-
ment common to Terena and Mojeño but not to Baure. The Baure root -poʔe ‘head’ (Danielsen 
2007: 120) is used both as a syntactically independent noun (with appropriate morphology) 
or incorporated into a verb stem (Danielsen 2007: 126). Baure -poʔe is plausibly a cognate of 
Mojeño Ignaciano -puʔi, a classifier indicating round or spherical objects (Olza Zubiri et al. 
2004: 286–288) and of Terena -puʔi, a classifier for ‘head-like’ objects (Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 
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167, 185). Moreover, this set probably reflects a much older etymon, as shown by apparent 
cognate forms attested in widely separate languages of the family, such as Baniva de Maroa 
-bu ‘head’ (Mosonyi 2000: 511), Yucuna -pula ‘forehead’ (Schauer & Schauer 2005: 205) and 
Garífuna ábu-lugu ‘head’ (Sabio & Ordoñez 2006: 7). Terena and Mojeño agree, however, in 
employing their cognates of Baure -poʔe only as incorporated or bound classifiers; Terena -tûti 
and Mojeño -ʧuti are used instead for ‘head’ when this is expressed as a syntactically inde-
pendent expression. Terena -tûti and Mojeño -ʧuti are, like Proto-Achane *-paho, reasonably 
good candidates for being innovations. Payne (1991: 405) included -tûti and -ʧuti in his cognate 
set for PA ‘forehead’ though this is, for diverse reasons, a questionable etymology. Note, first, 
that the final syllables of both forms are arbitrarily excised from the comparison; there are, 
however, no clear grounds for analyzing these as -tu-ti and -ʧu-ti, respectively, at any level. 
Second, Payne proposes that Ashéninka and Matsigenka reflexes of Proto-Campa *gi-to ‘head’ 
(Matteson 1972: 213) present, in the final syllable -to, a cognate of the -tu-/-ʧu- formative he 
identifies in the Terena and Mojeño forms. Recent and more extensive documentation of 
Ashéninka varieties reveals, however, that Payne’s (1991: 405) analysis of -to in *gi-to as a clas-
sifier meaning ‘head-shaped, round’ is incorrect; -to is, indeed, a classifier, but its meaning is 
‘hollow, long, rigid’ (see Mihas 2015: 414), where the meaning ‘rigid’ is probably the one rele-
vant for ‘head’ (see that the remaining morpheme *-gi- is a straightforward reflex of the PA 
etymon *kiwɨ ‘head’ reconstructed by Payne 1991: 407). 

Certain specific morphological patterns attested in both Terena and Mojeño, but not in 
Baure, also imply a rather close structural similarity between the putative members of the 
Achane branch, and preliminary inspection of comparative data suggest that these could be 
shared innovations. A 1Ppl verbal suffix is usually reconstructed as *-wa or *-w(a) at the PA 
level or at another intermediate level (see Aikhenvald 1999: 88; Danielsen 2011: 514–515, the 
latter for ‘Proto-Southern-Arawakan’). In Mojeño, this suffix has not only a final i vowel that 
seems characteristic of some southern Arawakan languages (see Danielsen 2011: 215) but dif-
fers as well in having a -VCV structure, appearing as -avi (Rose 2015: 244). Interestingly, this 
initial vowel of the Mojeño 1Ppl suffix, unattested anywhere else in the family, furnishes an 
explanation for a morphophonological quirk of Terena: in this language, the 1Ppl has the form 
-wi but it is unique among all person-marking suffixes in the language in that it triggers the 
lengthening of a preceding vowel (see Eastlack 1968: 5; Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 35). Thus, con-
trasting with peréʃa-nu úne ‘(you) give me water!’, with the 1Psg object suffix -nu, one has 
peréʃaa-wi úne ‘(you) give us water!’, with the 1Ppl object suffix -wi triggering lengthening of 
the final vowel of the verb stem (data from Ekdahl & Butler 1979: 33). This lengthening effect 
on a preceding vowel can be easily explained as the result of sandhi processes (compensatory 
lengthening) involving absorption of the vowel present in the Mojeño cognate suffix, a suffix-
initial vowel not reconstructed for the PA language.   

There is, I submit, enough reasons to consider the existence of a branch I label Achane, in-
cluding Terena and Mojeño but excluding Baure, as a credible alternative to the geographi-
cally-based scheme in (1). At this point, however, the existence of this Achane branch is no 
more than a hypothesis worth investigating; it goes without saying that further investigation 
of potential shared innovations in lexicon, morphology and phonology is necessary before any 
definite conclusions can be attained. 

6. Conclusion and final remarks 

This paper demonstrated, with material from a language that is highly understudied from a 
diachronic standpoint, how etymological analysis, if properly conceived and conducted, can 
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considerably increase our understanding of the historical development of a language and its 
relatives. 

I have shown here that Terena -pâho ‘mouth ‘has cognates in the different speech varieties 
forming the Mojeño language. Accounting for this etymology calls, however, for an explicit 
hypothesis relating -pâho ‘mouth’ to forms in Ignaciano and Trinitario whose meaning is 
‘door’, thus implying the action of a lexical semantic shift. Evidence from Old Mojeño was 
crucial in that it shows a stage in which a reflex of *-paho is associated with synchronic 
polysemy, which is predicted to exist given our general understanding of how semantic 
change proceeds (see Wilkins 1996: 269–270; Urban 2011). The whole account proposed in-
volves the postulation of two proto-forms, a root *-paho ‘mouth’ and a nominal compound 
*paho-peti ‘door’, derived with the use of *peti ‘house’, as a modifier of the noun *-paho. It is 
plausible that after the Mojeño varieties innovated a separate lexeme to express the meaning 
‘mouth’, -haka, also attested in Old Mojeño as a competing form along with a reflex of *-paho, it 
was no longer necessary to employ the modifier peti to express the derived (or ‘target’) mean-
ing ‘door’, and, consequently, reflexes of *-paho came to mean ‘door’ exclusively in these 
speech varieties. The etymological account proposed is consistent not only with the usual for-
mal, that is, phonological and morphological constraints on compelling etymologies, but is also 
consistent with constraints on semantic reconstruction. Reference to the more general and 
widespread character of formations for ‘door’ as a compound involving nouns for ‘mouth’ and 
‘house’, in particular to the ubiquity of this pattern in the Arawakan language family, also 
meets one of the demands usually placed on credible semantic developments (see Job 1982). In 
the end, a rather close relationship between Terena and Mojeño is suggested by the argumen-
tation presented here, advancing the hypothesis of a branch composed of the most recent and 
exclusive common ancestor of these two languages as a viable proposal for internal classification. 
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Фернанду де Карвалью. Этимология терена (аравакской) основы ʽротʼ и ее значение для 
внутренней классификации аравакских языков 
 
В статье рассматривается этимология существительного -pâho ‘рот’ в языке терена. В со-
временном аравакском языкознании принято считать, что в других языках этой семьи 
у нее нет когнатов; автор, однако, показывает, что такие когнаты все же есть в языке мо-
хеньо, близкородственном терена (оба входят в боливийско-паранскую подгруппу ара-
вакской семьи). В игнасиано и тринитарио (два наиболее хорошо изученных диалекта 
мохеньо) эти когнаты подверглись семантическому сдвигу и стали означать ‘дверь’. 
Автор описывает семантические и формальные связи между этими формами через ре-
конструкцию простой основы *-paho ‘рот’ и композита *paho-peti ʽдверьʼ (букв. ‘рот /дома/’). 
Данная этимологизация имеет значимость и с точки зрения внутренней классифика-
ции аравакских языков: автор предполагает, что терена и мохеньо составляют отдель-
ную ветвь аравакской семьи — подгруппу ачане (в которую не входит язык бауре). 
 
Ключевые слова: аравакские языки, язык терена, семантические сдвиги 

 
 


